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Introduction:
We detected human tissue factor (TF) expression 

by direct and indirect methods on transfected 

clones of the 300.19 mouse pre-B cell line. TF is a 

transmembrane protein receptor responsible for 

initiating coagulation. It is constitutively expressed 

on cells outside the vasculature, and under 

pathological conditions, can be expressed on 

endothelial cells and some leukocytes. The cell 

lines used in this experiment contained fusion 

proteins of TF with an attached fluorophore, either 

singly transfected TF-mTurquoise (mTq), singly 

transfected TF-super yellow fluorescent protein 2 

(SYFP2), or lines co- transfected with both. 

We employed flow cytometry analysis of the 

attached fluorophore for direct TF detection. Using 

a FACSCalibur flow cytometer, we were able to 

quantify expression in lines transfected with TF-

SYFP2. However, the fluorescence capabilities of 

the instrument do not allow direct analysis of TF-

mTq expression. Therefore, we used indirect 

detection to quantify TF expression in the mTq- and 

co-transfected lines., Cells were labeled with a 

mouse anti-human TF monoclonal antibody and a 

goat anti-mouse IgG antibody conjugated with 

Alexa Fluor 647. 

Methods:
We used the fluorescence microscope to take images of 

300.19 mouse pre-B cells with various layouts like bright 

field.  Each subclone was observed with specified 

fluorescent wavelengths of Green (SYFP-2), Cyan (mTQ) 

and Red (Alexa Fluor-647). Analysis of the fluorescent 

images was completed using MetaVue software. 

Hypothesis:
We hypothesized that in co-transfectants, about 

half the total TF detected by the indirect method 

could be explained by the direct SYFP2 flow 

cytometry signal. This was our actual observation 

in every co-transfectant tested.

Results:
When comparing flow cytometry data with new fluorescent 

images from Clone 10 the expression levels of SYFP-2 and 

Alex 647 matched in both methods of detection. Overall, this 

experiment confirmed that the use of fluorescent imaging are 

valid for the detection of “TF”. Conclusion:
We were able to confirm our flow cytometry 

results by qualitative fluorescent imaging using 

filter sets appropriate for all three fluorophores 

used (mTq, SYFP2, and Alexa Fluor 647). 

Therefore, using a combination of detection 

methods has provided us great flexibility in 

analysis of transfected TF expression.
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Figure 2: The image above is an overlay of Clone 

10 under a fluorescence microscope. It shows that 

each cell’s expression level for SYFP-2 & Alexa 647 

is different. Moreover, differences with the 

expression levels confirms this population is 

heterogenous. The overlay was created using four 

layouts e.g. bright field, red cube (Alexa 647), cyan 

cube (mTQ) and green cube (SYFP-2). 
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Figure 1: “TF” expression in cells through Alexa fluor-647. The (Grey) histogram was our 

negative control therefore no presence of Alexa 647 was expected. Clone 1 (Purple)

expressed some Alexa 647 within the M1 range meaning a positive presence of the “TF” 

protein. In clone 2 (Black), and clone 6 (Navy Blue) both were detectable for Alexa 647, 

however, clone 10 (Magenta) expressed the most Alexa 647 within the set M1 parameter. 

Since, clone 10 expressed the most SYFP-2 & Alexa 647 we concluded the cells in this group 

yielded the highest amount of tissue factor present.


